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The Business Situation

Business continued to strengthen in December, further 
advancing the economic recovery under way since the 
second quarter of the year. Factory output appears to have 
risen again, although probably not so much as in Novem
ber, when the termination of a series of labor disputes gave 
an especially sharp boost to production in the durable 
goods sector. Retailers seem to have enjoyed a record 
Christmas season, and sales of the 1959 model cars im
proved considerably. Construction activity, a mainstay of 
the recovery, rose to a record level in December for the 
third successive month. In addition to increased final de
mand, the economy was apparently benefiting at the end 
of the year from a change-over from inventory liquidation 
to a gradual rebuilding of stocks.

New estimates of gross national product (GNP) ad
justed to exclude the effect of changing prices suggest that 
in the final quarter of 1958 the total physical output of 
goods and services may have regained its pre-recession 
peak (see Chart I) . For 1958 as a whole, it was estimated 
that GNP in constant (1957) prices totaled $427 billion, 
3 per cent less than in 1957. Since GNP was running 
at an average annual rate of $422 billion during January- 
September, this implies a seasonally adjusted annual rate 
of GNP in the last quarter about equal to the all-time peak 
in mid-1957. Measured in current prices, GNP in the 
fourth quarter was estimated to be running at a seasonally 
adjusted annual rate of $453 billion, some $7 billion in 
excess of its previous peak.

The Federal Reserve Board’s seasonally adjusted indus
trial production index increased 3 points in November, the 
largest gain since last'June. The index rose to 141, 15 
points above the recession trough and only 5 points below 
the all-time peak. Durable goods production jumped 
nearly 5 per cent, more than in any other month since 
recovery began. The doubling of auto output accounted 
for the greater part of this advance, but most other hard 
goods lines also showed gains. The steady rise in soft 
goods production, which began in April, also continued 
into November when output of nondurables reached a level 
more than 2 per cent above the pre-recession peak. In 
December there was a further increase in auto production, 
and steel output seems to have dipped somewhat less this 
December than it usually does at the end of the year.

Unemployment did not rise in November, when it 
usually increases substantially because of the curtailment

of outdoor activities. The seasonally adjusted unemploy
ment rate consequently dropped sharply, from 7.1 per cent 
to 5.9 per cent. Although this was a ten-month low, it 
was still substantially above the year-ago level (4.9 per 
cent) and the pre-recession rate of 4-4x/ i  per cent. As 
estimated by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
employment on nonfarm payrolls was actually no higher 
in November than in September, reflecting not only the 
absence of significant gains in the manufacturing sector, 
but also the fact that, after seasonal adjustment, there was 
little change in employment in government, finance, serv
ices, and trade. In the spring and summer, nonmanufac
turing employment had been rising strongly.

With consumer incomes at new highs by the end of the 
year, the stage was set for a record Christmas shopping 
season. In November, total personal income rose $2.5 
billion to a new high of $360 billion (seasonally adjusted 
annual rates) and the United States Department of Com
merce estimated that the 1958 total would be IV2 per cent 
higher than in 1957. Retail sales (seasonally adjusted) 
about equaled their pre-recession peak in November, when 
they increased slightly to $17.0 billion. In October and 
November, sales gains occurred mainly in durable goods 
lines, particularly autos, furniture, and appliances. Data 
on total retail sales for December are not yet available, 
but there are signs that more was spent on Christmas 
shopping than ever before. Department store sales were 
up sharply from November in seasonally adjusted terms 
and, in the four weeks ended December 27, averaged 8 per 
cent higher than a year earlier.

A major element in the increased consumer spending 
during the last two months of 1958 was a sharp pickup in 
auto sales from the very low levels to which they had 
fallen in September and October. Much attention has been 
focused on the reception of the new model cars, since it 
is the key to the trend of consumer spending for major 
durables in 1959. It is, of course, still early to tell how 
the public will respond to the 1959 models. After 
getting off to a late start, owing to the strikes, sales hit 
an 18,500 unit daily average rate in the last ten days of 

November, the highest for the year. During December 
1-20, sales dropped to an average of about 17,500 cars 
per day, compared with 18,600 a year ago. With one more 
selling day than in December 1957, however, it appeared 
that total sales for the month would about match the
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Chart I

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN CURRENT AND 
CONSTANT PRICES, 1957-58

Qua rter ly  totals, s e a s o n a l ly  adjusted  at annual rates
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Source: United States Department of Commerce.

year-ago level. After the turn of the year, new car sales 
are likely to compare more favorably with sales of last 
year’s models, which fell off sharply during the opening 
months of 1958.

The consumer price index rose in November to 123.9 
from 123.7, the level that had been maintained over the 
preceding three months. Although food prices declined 
once again, the drop was smaller than in the preceding 
three months and was insufficient to offset a large increase 
in the cost of new autos and smaller increases in most 
other items. The BLS wholesale price index increased in 
November for the first time in five months, as the decline 
in food prices slowed and prices of industrial commodities 
edged upward for the fifth successive month. Prices of 
industrial commodities other than food or farm products 
rose 0.3 per cent in November, bringing the increase since 
June to more than 1 per cent. Judging from weekly data, 
there was some further rise in December.

The decline in plant and equipment expenditures lasted 
longer and was somewhat sharper than businessmen had 
expected three months ago, according to the latest quar
terly survey of business capital spending plans conducted 
by the Commerce Department and the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (see Chart II). And while the 
fall in capital outlays appears likely to be shorter than 
in 1953-54 and no longer than in 1948-49, it was more 
severe than in the two preceding postwar recessions. 
Moreover, from businessmen’s present plans it appears that

the upturn in capital spending may be less marked than 
it was during the initial phases of revival after the 1948-49 
and the 1953-54 recessions. Instead of leveling off during 
July-September, as businessmen had anticipated three 
months ago, investment outlays declined a further $% 
billion to $29.6 billion (seasonally adjusted annual rates), 
22 per cent beneath the pre-recession peak. It was still 
expected that during October-December capital outlays 
would rise slightly for the first time since the third quarter 
of 1957, despite a 3Vi per cent downward revision in 
fourth-quarter spending plans from the earlier estimates. 
For the first quarter of 1959, businessmen anticipate a 
further modest rise in capital spending mainly as a result 
of increased outlays planned by durable goods manufac
turers, retail businesses, and construction firms.

As has been frequently pointed out, economic expansion 
vigorous enough to take up the slack in employment re
maining from the recession will heavily depend on a rise 
in business capital spending. Although recent surveys 
indicate that businessmen are not yet planning a substan
tial increase in plant and equipment expenditures in 1959, 
a continued strengthening of consumer demand might well 
induce businessmen to lift their sights somewhat higher.

Chart II

ACTUAL AND ANTICIPATED BUSINESS 
EXPENDITURES ON NEW PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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Money Market In December

The money market tightened seasonally in December. 
Usual year-end money and credit demands to pay taxes 
and dividends, to service seasonal increases in business 
activity, and to adjust year-end financial statements were 
the dominant influences in the market. Over most of the 
month, the effective rate for Federal funds was at the 
2Vi per cent “ceiling”. However, pressures were not 
intense, and the money market was not subjected to any 
of the unforeseen complications so often encountered in 
December. System open market operations alternately 
supplied and withdrew reserves in order to maintain a 
steady tone in the money market.

Prices of intermediate and longer term Government 
securities moved downward over much of the month, partly 
in response to press reports that the Treasury was con
sidering the inclusion of a long issue in the cash financing 
scheduled for January. Rates of interest in other bond 
markets were mixed, with slightly higher market yields in 
the corporate sector and slightly lower in the municipal. 
The Treasury successfully launched its new cycle of the 
26-week bills in the auction on December 8; a total of 
$1.6 billion of the longer bills was sold in four auctions 
during the month. Market rates on three-month Treasury 
bills moved slightly lower, while rates for private short
term debt instruments increased during December.

M E M B E R  B A N K  R E S E R V E  P O S IT IO N S

Reserve positions of member banks fluctuated around 
the zero level during December, and net borrowed reserves 
averaged $32 million over the month as a whole, $52 
million below the November average of $20 million free 
reserves. Excess reserves averaged $553 million, $47 
million higher than in November, while member bank 
borrowings from the Reserve Banks rose by $99 million 
to $585 million.

System open market purchases of Treasury bills were 
made in the first two weeks of December, principally to 
replace reserves lost through pre-Christmas currency out
flows, and again in the final week of the month, when 
the drop in float more than offset the return flow of cur
rency. Between November 26 and December 31, net 
System holdings of Treasury securities expanded by $551 
million, as outright holdings rose by $589 million and 
repurchase agreements declined by $38 million.

Over the five statement weeks ended December 31, the 
seasonal outflow of currency into circulation drained $631 
million of reserves. Gold and foreign account transactions

drained an additional $179 million for the entire month, 
more than triple that in November but smaller than the 
amount associated with these factors in other recent 
months. The increase in required reserves, typical at this 
time, also absorbed reserves.

Fluctuations in float were rather sizable, resulting in an 
absorption of reserves in the first and fifth statement weeks 
and a large addition to reserves in the middle three state
ment weeks. Moreover, the work stoppages in the air 
transport industry continued to inject an erratic variation 
in the check-clearing process, as delays in check shipments 
were superimposed on the usual wide seasonal fluctuations 
in float. There also were sizable fluctuations in Treasury 
balances at the Reserve Banks, although not quite so wide 
as those in November. Factors responsible for these 
fluctuations included the financial transactions associated 
with the large December refunding, the sale of additional 
bills by the Treasury, and shifts of deposits as corporations 
made their quarterly income tax payments.

Table I
Changes in Factors Tending to Increase or Decrease Member Bank Reserves, December 1958 

(In millions of dollars; ( +  ) denotes increase,
(— ) decrease in excess reserves)

Daily averages—week ended NetFactor Dec.3 Dec.10 Dec.17 Dec.24 Dec.31
changes

Operating transactionsTreasury operations*................. -  14 +  87 -  49 -  101 4- 10 67Federal Reserve float................. -  112 +  25 +  327 +  505 326 4- 419Currency in circulation.............. -  232 -  161 -  176 -  139 4- 77 631Gold and foreign account.......... +  14 -  26 -  48 -  16 103 — 179Other deposits, etc...................... -  104 -  15 +  23 -  4 4- 2 - 98
-  448 -  89 +  78 +  243 - 340 - 556

Direct Federal Reserve credit transactionsGovernment securities:Direct market purchases or -f 455 +  217 -  27 -  35 4- 53 4- 663Held under repurchase agreements ................................... -  46 -  78 +  60 -  8 4- 112 4* 40Loans, discounts, and advances: Member bank borrowings---- +  151 -  165 +  102 +  109 4- 165 4- 362— — +  1 +  3 4- 12 4- 16Bankers’ acceptances:Bought outright...................... -  2 +  3 _ +  3 + 2 + 6Under repurchase agreements — — +  1 +  1 4- 2 4- 4
+  557 -  22 +  137 4- 73 4- 347 4-1,092
+  109 -  I l l +  215 4- 316 4- 7 4- 536Effect of change in required re- -  44 +  40 -  187 -  171 4- 20 342

Excess reserves f ........................... +  65 -  71 +  28 4- 145 4- 27 4- 194
Daily average level of member bank:Borrowings from Reserve Banks 

Excess reserves t .........................
579530 414459 516487 625632 790659 5851 5531

Note: Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add to totals. * Includes changes in Treasury currency and cash, t  These figures are estimated. 
t Average for five weeks ended December 31, 1958.
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G O V E R N M E N T  S E C U R IT IE S  M A R K E T

Prices of Treasury notes and bonds moved lower during 
most of the month, and several issues hit their lowest prices 
of the year. However, day-to-day movements were, as a 
rule, moderate. Trading volume remained fairly light, 
although on occasions there was some institutional liquida
tion and some year-end switching for tax purposes. Dis
cussions in the market concerning the possibility that a 
long-term Treasury bond might be included in the next 
Treasury cash financing appeared to be a contributing 
factor to the somewhat heavy market atmosphere.

The average yield on long-term Treasury securities 
moved up rather steadily throughout the month to reach 
3.83 per cent on December 31, a rise of 14 basis points 
over the period to approximately the level prevailing in 
early October. By the last week of the month, some of the 
long issues had lost more than 3 points, issues with 
maturities from five to ten years showed declines of from 
2%2 to 22o/32 points, and Treasury notes and bonds with 
maturities under five years generally registered smaller 
losses.

The Treasury successfully launched its first issue of 
six-month Treasury bills on December 8. with the auction 
on that day of $400 million 26-week bills together with 
$1.6 billion of the more familiar 13-week bills. All sub-

SELECTED INTEREST RATES, 1957-58
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Note: Latest data  plotted: w eek  ended  December 27 {or corporate and  
Treasury  bonds and 3-5 year issues; auction held on Decem ber  29  
for 13-week Treasury  bil ls .

Sources:  Board of G ove rn ors of the Federal Reserve System and  
M o o d y ’s Investors Service.

sequent bill auctions during December also offered a 
combination of $400 million of the new longer bills and 
$1.6 billion of the 13-week bills. The Treasury expects 
to raise a total of $2.6 billion in new money by March 
through the sale of the longer bills.

Bill yields, which were falling early in the month, began 
to rise toward the middle of the month as corporations 
liquidated holdings in order to raise funds for taxes and 
dividends. The average issuing rate on the 13-week bill 
held steady early in the month, at 2.806 per cent on 
December 1 and 2.805 per cent on December 8; after 
rising to 2.904 per cent on December 15, it fell back to 
2.739 per cent on December 22 and to 2.690 per cent in 
the last auction of the month. Similarly, the average 
issuing rate on the new 26-week bill moved upward slightly 
from 3.082 per cent in the first auction (December 8) to 
3.095 per cent on December 15, but declined to 3.017 
per cent on December 22 and then to 2.920 per cent in 
the December 29 auction.

O T H E R  S E C U R IT IE S  M A R K E T S

Unlike November, when prices for seasoned corporate 
and municipal bonds edged upward, price movements in 
December were mixed and fluctuated more narrowly. 
Moody’s index of yields on seasoned Aaa-rated corporate 
bonds rose 3 basis points from 4.07 to 4.10 per cent, while 
the index for similarly rated municipals fell by 3 basis 
points to 3.11 per cent.

New corporate bonds offered during December met a 
more enthusiastic investor response than the preceding 
month and most issues were well received. On the other 
hand, the reception of new municipal issues was somewhat 
mixed, in part reflecting rumors concerning the possibility 
of a long issue in the impending Treasury financing. Con
sequently, dealers in municipals held somewhat larger in
ventories at the end of December than at the beginning 
of the month.

Activity in the market for new corporate issues and 
municipal bonds was concentrated in the first half of 
December; the usual end-of-year lull set in during the 
second half of the month. For the month as a whole, an 
estimated total of $260 million of corporate bonds for 
new capital purposes was publicly marketed, about $100 
million higher than last year. Municipal awards amounted 
to $360 million, about $200 million below the amount 
marketed a year ago. For calendar 1958 as a whole, the 
volume of new municipal issues established a new record, 
eclipsing the peak established in 1954.

In the market for private short-term debt instruments, 
commercial paper dealers on December 3 raised their
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rates by Vs of 1 per cent on prime 4- to 6-month paper, 
bringing the rate to 3V4 per cent. On December 8, 
another Vs of 1 per cent increase was announced; the 
resulting 3¥s per cent rate on prime 4- to 6-month paper 
was the highest rate since January 1958, but on December 
31 the rate was reduced to 3V4 per cent. By December 9, 
almost all sales finance companies that place their paper 
directly with investors had raised their offering rate on 
30- to 59-day paper to 2Va per cent, an increase of Vi of 
1 per cent; the rate on 60- to 89-day paper was raised a 
like amount to 23A  per cent. The new rate on 90- to 
179-day paper was raised to 3 per cent, up by V* of 1 per 
cent, and 180- to 270-day paper was quoted at 3V4 per 
cent over the entire range; previously there was a split 
rate with 180- to 239-day paper offered at 3 per cent and 
240- to 270-day paper at 3V4 per cent.

M E M B E R  B A N K  C R E D IT

Total loans and investments of weekly reporting banks 
moved up sharply by $2.1 billion in the five statement 
weeks ended December 24. Unlike the previous month, 
when the pronounced rise in loans was more than offset 
by investment liquidation, investments expanded by $710 
million. United States Government obligations accounted 
for almost 90 per cent of the rise in investments. This 
large expansion in Government securities holdings was 
mainly confined to the acquisition of the June tax anticipa
tion bills in the statement week ended November 26. Since 
then, the banks have been liquidating these bills but still 
hold a sizable portion of their subscription.

For the month as a whole, gains were registered in all 
major loan categories. However, securities loans and com
mercial and industrial loans constituted almost 80 per cent 
of the total growth in loans over the five statement weeks. 
Securities loans, the largest major source of the loan ex
pansion, increased by $550 million, thus contributing 
approximately 40 per cent of the total growth. These 
loans, primarily to Government securities dealers, were 
used to carry allotments of the new longer bill issues and 
also to finance dealer acquisitions of securities sold by non- 
financial corporations raising funds to pay dividends or 
taxes.

Commercial and industrial loans increased by $540 mil
lion, an increase only slightly smaller than that shown for 
securities loans. Most business loan categories registered 
the usual seasonal increase associated with tax borrowing 
around December 15, but borrowing by several groups—  
such as the metal and metal products firms and the sales 
finance companies— lagged behind the December tax 
period in other recent years. The redemption of finance 
company notes by corporations before the tax date was

Table II
Changes in Principal Assets and Liabilities of the 

Weekly Reporting Member Banks
(In millions of dollars)

Statement week ended Change from Dec.Item Nov.26 Dec.3 Dec.10 Dec.17 Dec.24p
31, 1957 to Dec. 24, 1958p

AssetsLoans and investments:Loans:Commercial and industrial -  21 +  98 + 116 +  382 37 -  1,271Agricultural loans.................. -  1 -  9 + 2 +  6 + 3 +  181Securities loans...................... +  141 -  53 + 180 +  354 68 +  212Real estate loans................... +  40 -  11 + 41 +  34 + 11 +  830All other loans (largely con- +  33 +  57 + 12 +  51 + 47 +  218
Total loans adjusted*........ +  188 +  81 + 352 +  824 - 43 +  118

Investments:U. S. Government securities: Treasury bills.................... +1,225 -  354 278 +  77 + 27 +  348-  3 +  13 + 6 -  53 42 +  5,115
+1,222 -  341 _ 272 +  24 __ 15 +  5,463Other securities..................... +  28 -  25 + 123 +  1 - 34 +  1,322

Total investments.............. +1,250 -  366 - 149 +  25 - 49 +  6,785
Total loans and investments ad- +1,438 -  285 + 203 +  849 - 92 +  6,903
Loans to banks............................. -  171 +  473 + 160 -  231 - 164 +  725
Loans adjusted* and “other” se- +  216 +  56 + 475 +  825 — 77 +  1,440

LiabilitiesDemand deposits adjusted........... +  410 -  42 +1,754 +  482 — 782 +  1.781Time deposits except Govermnent. -  9 +  7 + 94 +  31 +  122 +  3,787U. S. Government deposits........... +1,487 -  748 -1,419 +  674 +  677 +  258Interbank demand deposits: -  554 +  462 + 40 +  561 517 -  1,161-  25 -  12 + 45 +  46 + 3 -  141

p December 24, 1958 figures are preliminary.* Exclusive of loans to banks and after deduction of valuation reserves; figures for the individual loan classifications are shown gross and may not, therefore, add to the totals shown.

reflected in an expansion of bank credit to sales finance 
companies.

For 1958 as a whole (through December 24), total loans 
and investments of weekly reporting member banks re
corded a sharp rise of $6.9 billion as compared with the 
modest $850 million increase in the equivalent period of 
1957. Except for a $120 million gain in loans, which 
compares with a $1.1 billion rise in 1957, all of this 
expansion was confined to investments. Within the invest
ment category, the acquisition of United States Govern
ment securities amounted to $5.5 billion, while in 1957 
the bank holdings declined by about $690 million. Hold
ings of other securities, which mainly consist of State and 
local government obligations, increased by $1.3 billion 
in 1958.

In addition to the sharply smaller growth in loans, there 
were some dramatic changes among the components. 
Whereas commercial and industrial loans expanded by 
$1.2 billion in 1957, the past year was marked by a $1.3 
billion decline of such loans. On the other hand, real 
estate loans which had declined by $70 million in 1957 
recorded a sharp uptrend in 1958, rising by $830 million.
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International Monetary Developments

C O N V E R T IB IL IT Y

Western Europe’s economic and financial resurgence 
since the end of World War II was dramatically confirmed 
in the closing days of 1958 when twelve European countries 
made their currencies formally convertible for nonresi
dents. Foreign holdings of these currencies thus may now 
be freely converted in the exchange markets within official 
support margins into any other currency, including the 
dollar. This long-planned and long-awaited decision repre
sents a substantial advance toward a sound international 
monetary system, which has been a major goal of United 
States postwar policy. The convertibility move drastically 
changed the pattern of intra-European payments arrange
ments. The eight-year-old European Payments Union has 
now been terminated, and has been replaced by the Euro
pean Monetary Agreement which had been signed on a 
stand-by basis in August 1955. In France, external con
vertibility was accompanied by a devaluation of the franc 
and by a series of fiscal and other measures to strengthen 
the country’s economy.

Reflecting the major role of sterling in the financing of 
world trade, the most important measure in the European 
convertibility move was taken on December 29 by the 
Bank of England, which unified the American, Canadian, 
registered, and transferable accounts into a new external- 
account sterling. The measure, however, did not affect 
securities-account sterling, which primarily represents pro
ceeds of stock market transactions. The new external- 
account sterling will be permitted to fluctuate vis-a-vis the 
United States dollar within the same margins as those 
previously in force for American-account sterling, i.e., 
$2.78 to $2.82 to the pound. External-account sterling 
is freely convertible at prevailing market rates into any 
foreign currency, including the dollar; it may also be freely 
converted into gold on the London gold market at the 
prevailing market price. Hitherto, only sterling earned 
by residents of the United States, Canada, and certain 
other Western Hemisphere countries could be freely con
verted into dollars at official rates. Residents of most other 
countries, belonging to the so-called transferable-account 
area, could freely sell their sterling earnings for each 
other’s currencies, but could not convert them into dollars, 
except at a variable discount in the market. However, since 
February 1955, when the British Exchange Equalization 
Account was given greater discretion in operating in ex
change markets, this discount has generally been kept

within 1 per cent of the American-account rate.
Similar measures making their currencies convertible 

for nonresidents, but excluding from official conversion 
certain capital proceeds, were taken by Austria, Belgium- 
Luxembourg, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Neth
erlands, Norway, Portgual, and Sweden. In addition, 
Switzerland should be included among the European coun
tries with convertible currencies, since Switzerland auto
matically provides full convertibility privileges to countries 
with convertible currencies.

The new European Monetary Agreement that came into 
being with the establishment of convertibility has changed 
intra-European payments arrangements in two major ways. 
First, under the EPU, European payments imbalances were 
normally settled to the extent of 75 per cent in gold or dol
lars and the remaining 25 per cent in credits automatically 
granted to or by the EPU. These arrangements are super
seded by 100 per cent dollar settlements and by nonauto
matic and much more limited credit facilities from a new 
European fund. The only automatic loan facilities avail
able under the EMA are inter-central bank credits ex
tended within narrow limits for not more than one month. 
Secondly, a greatly increased share of exchange clearings 
will be effected on the foreign exchange markets, and 
multilateral inter-central bank clearings will now be on a 
much more limited scale. The incentives for member 
central banks to use the clearing mechanism will be re
duced, since settlements will not take place at par, as 
under the EPU, but at more unfavorable exchange rates. 
However, each member central bank may bring into the 
inter-central bank clearing any balances of other member 
currencies that it holds. Moreover, in the event that any 
country should change its currency parity or its margins, 
the settlement will be made in two parts— for the period 
before and for the period after the change.

The credit facilities under the EMA will be provided 
by a new European fund with capital resources of $600 
million. Of this amount, $271.6 million comes from the 
EPU’s capital, which the United States originally contrib
uted, and the remainder from calls on member subscrip
tions. The fund’s credits will be extended, for periods not 
exceeding two years, to aid member countries to withstand 
temporary over-all balance-of-payments difficulties. A 
board of management will have wide discretion in deter
mining the terms of the credits, and in imposing conditions 
regarding the borrowing countries’ economic policies.

France, in joining the other eleven European nations in
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the convertibility move, devalued the franc and at the same 
time announced drastic measures to bring domestic infla
tionary pressures under control. The French Finance 
Ministry also revealed that, in order to help stabilize the 
franc, it had received substantial stand-by credits, which 
reportedly total some $450 million, from a number of 
European central banks, from the Bank for International 
Settlements, and from a syndicate of United States com
mercial banks. As of December 29, the franc rate was set 
at 493.706 to the dollar, a devaluation of 14.93 per cent 
from the previous rate of 420, which had been introduced 
in August 1957. At the new rate, the fine gold content 
of the franc is 1.8 milligrams. The devaluation occurred 
in the wake of a substantial rise in French prices that con
tinued after the previous devaluation and which had 
created a substantial differential between French and 
foreign prices. The devaluation was accompanied by the 
removal of import quotas on 90 per cent of France’s im
ports (on the basis of 1948 trade) from other European 
countries. In addition, France lifted quotas on certain 
imports of raw materials from the United States and 
Canada, constituting about 50 per cent of its dollar im
ports in 1953. These moves were followed on January 1 
by a 10 per cent tariff reduction that was originally planned 
only within the common market established by France and 
five other European countries but was in fact extended to 
all countries belonging to GATT (General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade).

These external measures were buttressed by the an
nouncement of an austerity budget through which the 
French Government seeks to dissipate the inflationary 
specter that has haunted France since the end of World 
War II. The government abolished or reduced food and 
other subsidies, and increased the corporate, turnover, and 
other taxes. These changes are scheduled to keep the pros
pective 1959 budget deficit virtually to the 600 billion 
francs to which France had committed itself for 1958 when 
it obtained large-scale foreign assistance in January 1958, 
and which is the amount that the Organization for Euro
pean Economic Cooperation had recommended for 1959. 
To boost further the confidence in the franc, the French 
monetary authorities announced that during 1959 they 
would introduce a monetary reform under which all cur
rent francs would be exchanged for new francs in the ratio 
of 100 for 1; the franc parity rate would then become 
4.93706 to the United States dollar (or $0.20255).

E X C H A N G E  R A T E S

The most important developments in the New York 
foreign exchange market came at the end of the month

as almost simultaneous announcements advised this mar
ket of the nonresident convertibility of most Western 
European currencies and of the devaluation of the French 
franc. It is rather early to appraise the effects on the 
New York market— which up to the present time are 
favorable— but more exchange activity between New York 
and the various financial centers of Europe is certainly 
in prospect.

The quotations for the currencies affected by the an
nouncements showed little change except for the French 
franc. The pound sterling moved from $2.801%2 to 
$2.80%2 on ^ e  first trading day after the changes, but 
closed the month firmer at $2.80%2*

Prior to the redesignation of American, Canadian, trans
ferable, and registered accounts as external accounts, 
American-account sterling had ranged between $2.80%  
to $2.80% in a relatively quiet market, with the rate 
nearer to $2 .80^  for the greater part of the month. Com
mercial demand for sterling was apparent most of the 
month with oil interests fairly good buyers on balance.

In the forward-sterling market up to the month-end 
announcements, the spreads from spot on three and six 
months’ deliveries narrowed from XA  and x% 2 cent dis
count to “flat” and y32 cent discount— the narrowest since 
February 1955. On December 31, three and six months’ 
forward sterling were wider at discounts of %6 cent and 
%6 cent, equivalent to 0.268 and 0.223 per cent per 
annum, respectively.

Continental demand and a widespread rumor of con
solidation of American-account and transferable sterling 
firmed the quotation for the latter from $2.79%6 to 
$2.79iy1 o at midmonth. Thereafter, the rate remained at 
about that level until December 26 when it was quoted 
at $2.80 with the rumor once again being a factor. On 
December 29, the consolidation materialized and transfer
able sterling ceased to exist.

Rumors of devaluation exerted considerable pressure on 
the French franc and brought about substantial offerings 
of francs in New York at $0.0023Vi (approximately 425 
francs to the dollar) on several days during the month. 
Forward francs were also offered at considerable discounts. 
On December 29, the French Government established, as 
already noted, a new parity of 493.706 francs per dollar 
($0.00202550), a devaluation of 14.93 per cent.

Offerings of new issues of Canadian securities in New 
York and Canada combined with London and commercial 
demand for Canadian dollars to firm the Canadian dollar 
from $1.03%6 earty m December to $1.03% at midmonth 
and again near the close of the period. On December 31 
the quotation stood at $1.032%2.
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Commercial Banks and Consumer Credit Abroad

During the past six months, commercial banks in the 
United Kingdom and many other foreign countries have 
broken with tradition and entered the field of consumer in
stalment credit. These moves have occurred with startling 
rapidity, and in some countries have involved nearly the 
entire commercial banking system. Despite its sharp growth 
in the first half of this decade, instalment credit abroad 
has not yet attained the same economic importance as in 
the United States, partly because general and selective 
credit restraints curbed its expansion in recent years and 
limited direct bank participation. Now that many coun
tries have eased or removed these restrictions, and fun
damental changes in the institutional framework have 
occurred, there are good prospects that instalment finance 
abroad will expand at a rapid pace.

T H E  P E R IO D  O F  R E S T R A IN T S

Starting from very low levels, the use of instalment 
credit spread rapidly in the early 1950’s in most Western 
European countries and some of the overseas countries 
of the British Commonwealth. Unlike banks in the United 
States, commercial banks abroad generally did not par
ticipate directly in the extension of consumer credit until 
last summer. As a rule, this form of credit was considered, 
if not exactly improper, at least outside the scope of tradi
tional banking functions, and the relative unimportance 
of instalment buying lessened any interest the banks might 
have had. Moreover, throughout most of this period the 
credit demands of business borrowers were sufficiently 
heavy to preclude any sizable expansion by the banks in 
this direction. As early as 1953, however, there were 
scattered instances of bank participation in finance com
panies— notably one Scottish bank in 1954.

Beginning in late 1954 a new obstacle to direct bank 
participation arose with the introduction of consumer 
credit restrictions in a number of countries. These meas
ures, which were a part of over-all anti-inflationary poli
cies, became increasingly severe and widespread with the 
accentuation of domestic and balance-of-payments strains 
during and after 1955. In addition to tightening credit 
generally, many foreign countries imposed selective con
trols on consumer credit terms, discouraged the expansion 
of bank loans to finance companies, and otherwise limited 
directly the resources of these companies.

The controls themselves, however, differed from coun
try to country, and their effectiveness varied even within

a single country over time. With the tightening of the 
credit squeeze in February 1955, the British Government 
reimposed controls on consumer credit terms and rein
stated the ban on large capital flotations by finance com
panies, both of which had been lifted the previous year. 
In addition, the Bank of England requested the commercial 
banks to restrict their loans to these companies. Although 
these restrictions temporarily halted the growth of instal
ment credit, they soon led to a proliferation of inadequately 
capitalized firms and encouraged the finance companies 
to seek deposits from the public.

In five other European countries— Ireland, Denmark, 
France, the Netherlands, and Norway— the authorities also 
regulated instalment credit terms, and Belgium instituted 
this type of control at the beginning of 1958. Legislation 
to establish selective controls was considered in Germany, 
but instead the central bank relied on general credit 
restraints and a flexible policy with respect to the re
discounting of finance paper. Likewise, French monetary 
authorities had the power to vary rediscounting in this 
fashion, and in addition prescribed a minimum capital for 
instalment credit institutions and also directly limited the 
volume of credit extended by such institutions. Authori
ties in a number of countries negotiated agreements with 
finance companies, as in Australia, or depended on the 
banking system to limit loans to these companies.

BR IT ISH  B A N K S  M O V E  Q U IC K L Y  A F T E R  
R E L A X A T IO N  O F  R E S T R A IN T S

With the easing of the world-wide boom, instalment 
finance abroad was back in the headlines this past summer. 
British banks, as if to make up for lost time, scrambled 
to get into consumer credit by investing in existing finance 
companies. Shortly thereafter, most of the same banks 
also instituted personal loan schemes, a move that was 
quickly followed in other countries. This rapid series of 
developments was made possible by relaxations in credit 
controls following the decline in inflationary pressures in 
early 1958.

After three discount rate reductions in England in the 
first half of 1958, the Chancellor of the Exchequer an
nounced at the beginning of July 1958 that the ceiling on 
bank advances would be removed on August 1. At the 
same time, he authorized the approval of capital issues 
that were “desirable as a means of improving the stability 
of the hire-purchase financial system”. In addition to
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strengthening the instalment finance structure, the govern
ment appears to have been searching for some means 
to bring this type of credit more directly under its mone
tary controls.

Less than a month after the Chancellor’s announce
ment, the first of the “big five” banks made a substantial 
investment in the newly issued shares of a large finance 
house. Throughout August, one after another of the banks 
announced similar arrangements. When the final count 
was in, only one major commercial bank in the United 
Kingdom was not linked to a finance company, and only 
one of the twelve leading finance companies was left with
out some sort of bank affiliation.

The British financial press hardly had time to comment 
on the implications of the banks’ buying into the finance 
companies before the banks’ second move occurred. On 
August 26, another of the “big five” announced a new 
style— for Europe— of personal loan arrangement. Within 
one week, nine other banks had either introduced similar 
arrangements or had named the date when they would do 
so. Although the individual arrangements varied some
what in detail, they were essentially similar to the personal 
loan facilities provided by banks in the United States. 
Specifically, these loans would be granted at a discount 
of 5 per cent (or an effective rate of about 9Vi per cent), 
and would be repayable in monthly instalments over a 
period varying from six to twenty-four months. For secu
rity, the banks relied solely on the income of the borrower. 
Once again, the momentum of the change proved almost 
irresistible. Only two of the large English banks failed 
to join the parade, but significantly these were the two 
with the greatest investment in finance companies.

There has been much speculation as to why the British 
banks first invested in finance houses and then instituted 
personal loan plans which seemed to compete with hire- 
purchase credit. Of course there will probably be sufficient 
demand for both facilities since there is ample room for 
the over-all expansion of consumer credit.1 Even so, 
the conflict is not entirely imaginary, and it seems likely 
that several of the banks that invested in instalment finance 
companies had no intention at that time of extending per
sonal loans as well. This latter development was precipi
tated by the action of a single bank that had apparently 
decided to embark on consumer financing American style.

1 At the end of 1957, consumer instalment debt outstanding in the 
United Kingdom amounted to 2 per cent of the gross national product 
or about $20 per capita, as opposed to 8 per cent or almost $200 
per capita in the United States. Nevertheless, consumer credit is 
more widespread in the United Kingdom than elsewhere in Europe, 
although it is less important than in Canada and Australia.

The subsequent swarm of personal loan schemes was 
simply a matter of meeting competition.

P E R S O N A L  L O A N  P L A N S  M U L T I P L Y  
IN O T H E R  C O U N T R IE S

Commercial banks in other countries, possibly influ
enced by the developments in Britain, also finally decided 
to embark on consumer credit financing. In October, two 
Swedish banks announced the introduction of unsecured 
personal loans, to be granted on terms paralleling almost 
exactly those announced in Britain. Only a month later, 
at the end of November, a majority of the commercial 
banks in Sweden had agreed on uniform terms to be ap
plied to instalment loans. Some of these banks, however, 
expressed only halfhearted interest, while others remained 
aloof at least for the present.

Also in October, two of the “big four” banks in Holland 
announced the initiation of personal loan facilities, and 
another followed suit last month. In Norway, at least 
two banks have adopted an arrangement previously avail
able in Sweden whereby a would-be borrower must first 
save a specified sum in order to qualify for an unsecured 
loan for the remainder of his purchase. Although one of 
the banks restricted the new plan to financing home im
provements, the other permitted instalment borrowing for 
a wider variety of purposes. In Germany, it is reported 
that a number of banks are contemplating moves similar 
to an earlier one by an instalment finance company whose 
personal loans already comprise 10 per cent of its total 
credits. Anticipating a rush into personal loans, the Ger
man banking authorities have issued instructions to credit 
institutions setting forth uniform interest charges, which 
are to vary with the discount rate. Banks in Ireland and 
Denmark have made similar moves, and this past month 
a large South African bank decided to follow the earlier 
British precedent of acquiring an interest in a finance 
company.

Unlike the rush of events in Sweden and the United 
Kingdom, only one Canadian bank has announced a 
change of policy in the field of consumer financing in 
recent months. Like the rest of the commercial banks, 
it was already extending personal loans, primarily on a 
noninstalment basis. Now, however, it is offering direct 
competition to the finance companies by emphasizing in
stalment loans against the security of the item purchased. 
Although the chartered banks have been permitted to lend 
on this basis since the revision of the Canadian Banking 
Act in 1954, such financing did not become widespread, 
partly because the finance companies were so well en
trenched in this field.
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R E S U L T S  A N D  IM P L IC A T IO N S

It is too soon to do more than speculate on the implica
tions of last year’s radical changes in the United Kingdom 
and their sequel elsewhere. Even when the statistics be
come available, it will be difficult to distinguish, for some 
time at least, between the effects of the institutional 
changes and the rise in instalment purchases resulting 
from the official relaxation of consumer credit restrictions 
per se.

In Britain, the government relaxed its controls over 
consumer credit terms in September and eliminated 
them entirely at the end of October. Not since February 
1955 had the British finance companies and retail outlets 
been free to establish their own terms. The new freedom 
has resulted in unrestrained competition among lenders, 
which thus far has taken the form of an extreme liberaliza
tion of terms rather than a reduction of charges. In 
November, it was reported that downpayments for auto
mobiles had in some cases been completely eliminated, 
and that repayment periods had been extended to as much 
as five years. The finance companies themselves have been 
attempting to curb such excesses by agreement on uniform 
standards for the industry, but to date these efforts have 
not proved successful.

Bank participation in the larger finance houses has given 
these companies a new stature in the market as well as 
new capital. In addition, administrative efficiency should 
improve if the banks use their nation-wide branches as 
collecting agencies. Moreover, the government may find 
itself better able to influence through the banks the exten
sion of consumer credit by the dominant finance houses, 
particularly if the multiplicity of small firms is absorbed 
in a general process of consolidation. However, unless 
new legislation— along the lines considered by the govern
ment earlier— is enacted to restrain finance companies in 
accepting deposits, this particular loophole may remain.

It is also too soon to judge the extent to which the pub
lic will avail itself of the new personal loan facilities. 
Nevertheless, it may be significant that loans to individuals 
(of which the new instalment loans constitute an unknown 
part) rose 14 per cent between mid-August and mid- 
November, in contrast to a 6 per cent increase in total 
advances of the eleven clearing banks. However, the two 
banks that decided not to offer personal instalment loans 
(as distinct from their regular overdraft accommodations) 
have not lagged behind in total lending. Unlike the finance 
companies, which in the United Kingdom have not entered 
the cash loan business, the banks must rely solely on the 
credit-worthiness of the borrower for the security of their

loan. Rather than establish separate facilities for process
ing applications as in this country, the British banks have 
placed the new responsibility of personal loans directly on 
the branch managers. In the absence of organized facilities 
for checking credit references, branch managers have 
reportedly hesitated to lend on this unsecured basis to 
customers who, in their opinion, could not qualify for a 
normal overdraft. Nevertheless, the banks can earn a 
relatively high rate of return on this new type of business, 
and any initial difficulties will probably be overcome.

The initial reaction to the new personal loan facilities 
outside Britain has been mixed. In Sweden, dealers in 
cars and radio sets have been optimistic about the pros
pects for increased sales. On the other hand, the banks, 
in order to allay possible misgivings, have generally been 
careful to state that instalment financing would be re
stricted to “worthwhile” projects, and that this type of 
credit would not be permitted to reach proportions that 
might threaten economic stability. In the Netherlands, 
approvals of personal loans have been most numerous 
for high and middle-income borrowers. During the initial 
rush of applications, about half were turned down, but 
more recently the refusal rate has dropped to 20 per cent. 
Even though the personal loan schemes have not received 
universal acceptance, it seems likely that an increasing 
number of commercial banks in Europe will initiate simi
lar arrangements now that the first steps have been taken.

C O N C L U S IO N

With the easing of various credit restrictions, instal
ment finance is once again free to expand. However, a 
sustained growth will not result automatically from the 
mere relaxation of controls. Its expansion depends also 
on other factors, including a general acceptance of instal
ment buying and an adequate institutional framework to 
supply instalment credit. Now that commercial banks 
abroad are becoming more intimately associated with con
sumer credit, they will provide an additional, and in most 
cases a less expensive, source of instalment credit. But 
equally as important, their participation will add a new ele
ment of respectability to consumer credit that may help to 
dispel the stigma still associated with instalment debt in 
many foreign countries. For these reasons, the institutional 
changes described above may well furnish both the basis 
and the stimulus for a period of sustained expansion of 
instalment credit. If this expansion takes place within a 
framework of sound credit practice, it could set off a new 
stage in the development of mass-produced consumer 
durable goods and, in the process, a further rise in living 
standards.
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The Trend of Liquidity

In recent years, increasing attention has been devoted 
to the problem of liquidity and to the relationship of 
liquidity positions to general economic activity. In large 
part this growing emphasis on liquidity reflects the sub
stantial erosion of liquidity positions that has occurred 
since the end of World War II. At that time, it is gen
erally agreed, the economy was excessively liquid, although 
no single criterion of what constitutes an “excess” would 
be universally accepted. Attempts to assess the signifi
cance and implications of this development raise a number 
of questions: What exactly is meant by the concept of 
liquidity position and how is it measured? What influence 
does liquidity position have on general economic activity? 
What has happened to liquidity positions in recent years?

These questions as they apply to the public excluding 
the commercial banks are the subject of the present article. 
With respect to commercial banks, a recent article in 
the Business Review  of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia,1 surveys the many factors that must be taken 
into account in assessing bank liquidity and concludes that 
the increase in bank liquidity during the most recent re
cession was small and did not fully offset the erosion that 
had occurred during the several preceding years of eco
nomic expansion. Since the liquidity position of the public 
is very closely related to that of the banks, it is not sur
prising that this conclusion apparently applies to the public 
as well.

L IQ U ID IT Y  A N D  (LIQUIDITY P O S IT IO N

The ability of a firm, household, financial institution, 
or governmental unit to meet its cash needs, when they 
arise and without undue strain, is sometimes termed its 
liquidity position. The importance of an adequate liquidity 
position to the business firm or household lies broadly in 
the greater flexibility it makes possible in responding to 
market developments as well as the assurance it provides 
against having to liquidate assets under unfavorable con
ditions, with resulting capital losses.

Broadly, the liquidity position is a comparison between 
cash that is available and cash that is needed. Available 
cash includes both currency and demand deposits in com
mercial banks. In addition, assets such as Treasury bills 
or time deposits that are convertible into cash at short 
notice and on relatively certain terms must be taken into 
account; such assets have a high degree of “moneyness” 
or liquidity. Other assets are liquid in varying degrees,

1 "How Liquid are the Banks?”, October 1958 issue.

depending in large part on their maturities (if they are 
debts) but also upon such factors as the existence of or
ganized markets in which they can be sold, the usual 
stability or instability of their market price, and the 
readiness with which they can be used as collateral for 
borrowing.

Cash needs usually are depicted by some measure either 
of cash outflows over a period of time or the volume of 
outstanding liabilities that will come due during some sub
sequent period, usually a year. Of course, such measures 
can never be more than a rough approximation of cash 
needs, since some contingencies are not fully or accurately 
reflected in the record of actual outflows or outstanding 
short-term liabilities. In addition, factors such as the 
variability and predictability of outflows influence cash 
needs; some liabilities, moreover, are deferable or renew
able when due while others are not. Finally, the amount 
of cash that must be held to meet adverse contingencies 
depends partly on expectations with respect to “the worst 
that can happen”.

Ordinarily, business firms or households will be willing 
to reduce their liquidity position when investment oppor
tunities become increasingly profitable or when interest 
rates on somewhat less liquid debt instruments rise. As 
the liquidity of the public is reduced, however, either 
because of adjustments in its asset holdings toward a larger 
proportion of less liquid assets or because of rising liquidity 
needs or both, further reductions in liquidity are viewed 
with less and less equanimity. After some point the pos
sible adverse consequences resulting from further reduc
tions in liquidity become increasingly serious. For further 
reductions to be made voluntarily, larger inducements are 
required in the form of even more profitable investment 
opportunities or even higher interest rates on relatively 
illiquid debt instruments. Indeed, it is likely that most 
business firms or households have some liquidity position 
which they think of as their irreducible minimum, al
though such limits are likely to shift over time.

L IQ U ID IT Y  P O S IT IO N  A N D  E C O N O M IC  A C T IV IT Y

The strength of the over-all liquidity position of the 
public is important because of its influence on the volume 
of private spending and lending activities. If business 
firms and households are substantially more liquid than 
they wish to be— that is, if they have “excess liquidity”—  
they are likely to attempt to build up inventories, to ac
quire fixed assets (even if these are not immediately
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needed), to extend credit to others, or to replace liquid 
assets such as cash and short-term securities with less 
liquid but higher yielding securities such as common stocks 
and long-term bonds. These actions add to the flow of 
lending and spending, increasing the demand for current 
output, existing real assets, and for all types of financial 
assets as well. The effect of this expansionary pressure 
is likely to be a rise in the price level; current pro
duction also may increase if there is some slack in the 
economy in the form of unemployment and idle plant 
capacity.

The expansionary pressures generated as a result of 
redundant liquidity will have the effect, over a period of 
time, of gradually wearing away the excess. For the most 
part this occurs not through any reduction in the total 
volume of relatively liquid assets, but through the increase 
in liquidity needs that results from higher prices and larger 
real output. For a time, however, it is likely that the 
expansionary pressures set in motion by excess liquidity 
will have the effect of making business firms and house
holds believe that they are more rather than less liquid. 
With the prices of real investment goods, long-term finan
cial claims, and equities rising, holders come to look upon 
these as assets that can be promptly liquidated without 
loss. In addition, a prolonged period of economic expan
sion and rising prices may cause a scaling-down of the 
minimum liquidity that business firms and households 
believe they need as the possibility of serious adversity 
recedes from view. Nevertheless, in the absence of coun
tervailing influences, the expansionary pressures are likely 
to moderate sooner or later as rising prices and increased 
output create the need to hold an ever-increasing volume 
of money and other liquid assets to carry on ordinary 
business transactions.

When liquidity positions generally approach the mini
mum considered adequate, the reaction is largely the 
opposite of that described above. In an attempt to defend 
their liquidity positions, business firms and households 
are likely to reduce investment in inventories and re
examine plans for investment in fixed capital and consumer 
durables; they may also attempt to replace their short-term 
indebtedness with long-term obligations or with equities. 
Such actions, when followed generally, have the effect of 
gradually dampening expansionary pressures.

M E A S U R IN G  OVER-ALL. L IQ U ID IT Y  P O S IT IO N

One widely used measure of the liquidity position of the 
nonbank public is the ratio of the money supply (demand 
deposits adjusted plus currency outside banks) to gross

national product (G NP). The inverse relationship— that 
is, GNP divided by the money supply— is usually termed 
the “income velocity of money”, since it measures the 
average number of times each dollar of the money supply 
“turns over” to purchase the newly produced output 
of the economy. That the same relationship measures 
velocity or, when inverted, liquidity position is not diffi
cult to understand. Greater income velocity, for example, 
may mean that GNP has increased without a corresponding 
increase in the money supply. Assuming cash needs in
crease along with GNP, and that the money supply as 
defined above is an appropriate measure of available cash, 
liquidity positions will be generally weaker.

Some observers question the desirability of restricting 
the measure of available cash to the money supply, on the 
quite reasonable grounds that other liquid assets also pro
vide their holders with a considerable amount of liquidity. 
It is possible, of course, to include the more important of 
these assets in available cash. Chart I shows the ratio of 
GNP to the money supply plus selected liquid assets (time 
and savings deposits, savings and loan shares, and Treasury 
bills and certificates held outside the banking system), as 
well as the ratio of GNP to the money supply alone. 
Broader movements in these two ratios are generally in 
the same direction so that no serious problem of interpre-

Chart 1
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tation arises from the inclusion or exclusion of these assets. 
An exception to this, however, is the 1951-58 period, when 
velocity defined narrowly increased sharply while velocity 
defined broadly declined. This will be discussed further 
below.

It is doubtful that the income velocity of money, whether 
defined broadly or narrowly, is a very reliable measure of 
the relative liquidity position of the economy between 
widely separated dates. Over long periods, various 
structural changes can influence the cash needed to sup
port any given level of economic activity. Such develop
ments can include changes in the relative importance of 
different economic groups having different liquidity re
quirements, or in customary payment patterns (for ex
ample, in the frequency with which bills are paid).2

Over relatively short periods, however, changes in the 
income velocity of money are a reasonably reliable indica
tor of the direction of change in over-all liquidity positions. 
But even over short periods, conclusions must be drawn 
with care when economic conditions and expectations 
about the future are changing rapidly. In this connection 
it is important to take into account the direction of change 
in GNP. Thus, the very sharp decline in velocity that 
occurred during the years 1929-33, when GNP fell sharply, 
undoubtedly was associated with a weakening, rather than 
a strengthening, in over-all liquidity positions. On the one 
hand, the uncertainty and pessimism associated with the 
decline in incomes and employment resulted in sharp in
creases in “precautionary” liquidity needs— that is, in the 
liquidity required to meet possible adverse contingencies. 
At the same time, the “fair weather” liquidity of assets 
such as real estate, common stocks, and savings and loan 
shares melted away under the pressure of declining prices, 
disorganized markets, and “runs” on many financial insti
tutions. This experience may be compared with the equally 
sharp drop in velocity during the years 1942-46, when 
GNP increased considerably but the money supply rose 
even faster. It is generally agreed that this drop in velocity 
reflected a sharp build-up in liquidity positions— to such 
an extent, indeed, that a condition of “excess liquidity” 
existed after World War II. Although this comparison is 
between extreme cases, it underscores the need to give 
consideration to changes in each component of income 
velocity, as well as to associated changes in general eco
nomic conditions, before drawing conclusions about over
all liquidity positions.

2 It may be noted further that changes in the Government’s share of 
GNP also may distort the significance of the income velocity measure, 
since the Government’s cash balances are not included in the money 
supply as defined above.

P O S T W A R  C H A N G E S  IN O V E R -A L L  
L IQ U ID IT Y  P O S IT IO N

As suggested above, the end of World War II found the 
economy excessively liquid by historical standards. In ad
dition to cash and deposits, consumers, business firms, and 
financial institutions held large amounts of Government 
securities, which were the only investments available in 
any volume during the war. The policy prevailing at that 
time of supporting the prices of these securities made even 
those of long maturity seem highly liquid. It is useful to 
consider the subsequent erosion of this excess liquidity in 
terms of two periods: 1946-50 and 1951-58.

During the earlier period prices rose markedly, facili
tated in part by the condition of excess liquidity. This rise 
in prices and expansion in output absorbed a good part 
of the excess liquidity by increasing liquidity needs. GNP 
increased much faster than the money supply during this 
period, with the result that income velocity increased 
sharply. Nevertheless, liquidity positions remained strong 
in 1950, since holdings of money and other liquid assets 
were still relatively large and prices of Government securi
ties were still being supported. Furthermore, rising prices 
and buoyant markets during the preceding years had im
parted an unusual degree of liquidity to normally illiquid 
assets.

Although the erosion of liquidity during the 1946-50 
period thus had only a limited immediate effect in restrain
ing spending and lending, it did have an important long-run 
implication. With much excess liquidity already removed, 
further reductions in subsequent years could begin to “take 
hold”, as business firms and households became more 
dependent on current flows to support spending and lend
ing activities.

The 1951-58 period was unusual because of the tend
ency for the various velocity measures to move in different 
directions (Chart I). Income velocity on a narrow basis 
increased almost continuously during this period, as it 
had during the earlier postwar years, but income velocity 
on the broader basis declined slightly; this reflected a very 
rapid rise during this period in liquid assets other than 
money that are included in the broader definition of income 
velocity. Despite this apparent statistical ambiguity, a 
number of considerations suggest that the strength of 
liquidity positions declined appreciably. First, the ending 
of the policy of supporting the prices of long-term Govern
ment securities made serious inroads on the liquidity posi
tion of everyone who held substantial amounts of these 
securities. Henceforth prices of these securities were sub
ject to uncertainties, and anyone who depended on 
liquidating these securities to meet immediate cash needs
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ran the risk of taking capital losses of uncertain magnitude.
Second, the substantial growth in the volume of liquid 

assets other than money was not by any means a complete 
offset to the slower growth in the money supply. These 
other liquid assets are only a partial substitute for money, 
since they are not immediately spendable funds. Further
more, the unusually rapid growth in these assets was in 
part a response to restraints on the growth of the money 
supply under conditions of heavy investment demands and 
tightening liquidity positions. The higher interest rates 
arising from this restraint were instrumental in attracting 
a larger volume of funds into these other liquid assets. 
At the same time, of course, the availability of these alter
native ways of holding liquid wealth and the public’s 
willingness to hold these assets rather than money at 
moderately higher interest rates was one factor permitting 
GNP to increase appreciably faster than the money supply 
without substantial gyrations in the capital markets and 
drastic changes in interest rates. The rise in the volume 
of liquid assets other than money was thus both a con
sequence of pressures on liquidity positions and one 
means by which such pressures were moderated.

The postwar decline in over-all liquidity positions has 
not been continuous. This is indicated by Chart II, which 
shows that on a quarterly basis income velocity declined 
during several relatively short periods, usually when GNP 
was declining. During each of the three brief recessions 
in general business during the post-World War II period 
(in 1948-49, 1953-54, and 1957-58), income velocity fell 
moderately. These recessionary declines in velocity reflect 
a number of factors, including the tendency of business to 
rebuild liquidity positions when investment opportunities 
temporarily slacken or appear less attractive. With loan 
demands lighter and interest rates lower, financial institu
tions take the opportunity to repair their own liquidity 
positions— or at least to slow the rate at which liquidity 
is being reduced. The monetary authorities purposely 
foster this improvement in liquidity positions in order 
to help reverse the recession and lay a foundation for 
subsequent recovery.

Thus, the most recent recession in general business was 
accompanied by a decline in income velocity from a post
war peak of 3.30 in the third quarter of 1957 to 3.18 in 
the second quarter of 1958. As in the case of the two 
earlier postwar recessions, however, this decline in income 
velocity offset only a part of the previous increase. This 
reduction, furthermore, ended in the third quarter of 1958, 
when income velocity rose to 3.21 on the strength of a 
sharp recovery in GNP. The postwar recessions have been 
too short and too mild to bring about any more than

Ch ar t  II

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AND INCOME VELOCITY
Q u a rte r ly ,  1948-58  

Bi l l ions of dol la rs  Bill ions of do ll a rs

Note: Data  for GNP are  seasonal ly  adjusted qua r te r ly  totajs at annua l  
rates;  income ve lo c it y  is the ratio of GNP to s e a so n a l ly  ad justed  
quarterly averages  of the m oney  sup ply  (demand deposits ad justed plus 
currency outside banks).  Last observa tio n is third quarter of 1958.

Sources:  Board of Governors  of the Federa l Res er ve  System; United States  
Department of Commerce.

a partial recovery of the liquidity lost during the longer 
periods of economic expansion.

C O N C L U D IN G  C O M M E N T S

The persistent, if not continuous, erosion of liquidity 
positions since the end of World War II has led to increas
ing emphasis on short-run changes in liquidity position as 
both a cause and an effect of changes in general economic 
conditions. Furthermore, as the public has become more 
and more dependent upon current flows of funds to support 
their spending and lending activities, the economy has 
become generally more sensitive to monetary and debt 
management policies. During periods when inflationary 
pressures have begun to develop, the monetary authorities 
have adopted policies that restricted the growth of the 
money supply, thus requiring that part of the expansion 
in economic activity be financed through a squeeze on 
liquidity positions. In this way, self-limiting forces have 
come into play, since the greater the decline in liquidity 
positions the greater the resistance to further declines. 
During periods of recession, as suggested above, tendencies 
for liquidity positions to improve have been encouraged, 
with due regard, however, to the danger that an excessive 
build-up of liquidity might permit a subsequent expansion 
to proceed so rapidly as to generate inflationary excesses 
before restraint again began to take hold.
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